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Bhagwan The God That Failed
A fascinating look at Hindu gurus with significant
followings in the United States. Gurus in America
provides an excellent introduction to the guru
phenomenon in the United States, with in-depth
analyses of nine important Hindu gurus—Adi Da,
Ammachi, Mayi Chidvilasananda, Gurani Anjali,
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Osho, Ramana Maharshi, Sai
Baba, and Swami Bhaktivedanta. All of these gurus
have attracted significant followings in the U.S. and
nearly all have lived here for considerable periods of
time. The book’s contributors discuss the
characteristics of each guru’s teachings, the history of
each movement, and the particular construction of
Hinduism each guru offers. Contributors also address
the religious and cultural interaction, translation, and
transplantation that occurs when gurus offer their
teachings in America. This is a fascinating guide that
will elucidate an important element in America’s
diverse and ever-changing spiritual landscape.
Thomas A. Forsthoefel is Associate Professor of
Religious Studies at Mercyhurst College. He is the
author of Knowing Beyond Knowledge: Epistemologies
of Religious Experience in Classical and Modern
Advaita. At Claremont McKenna College, Cynthia Ann
Humes is Chief Technology Officer and Director of
Information Technology Services and Associate
Professor of Philosophy and Religious Studies. She is
coeditor (with Bradley R. Hertel) of Living Banaras:
Hindu Religion in Cultural Context, also published by
SUNY Press.
A memoir of formative years spent on a series of
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communes: A “wonderful account of a frankly ghastly
childhood . . . Hilarious and heartbreaking” (Daily
Mail). At the age of six, Tim Guest was taken by his
mother to a commune modeled on the teachings of
the notorious Indian guru Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh.
The Bhagwan preached an eclectic doctrine of
Eastern mysticism, chaotic therapy, and sexual
freedom, and enjoyed inhaling laughing gas,
preaching from a dentist's chair, and collecting Rolls
Royces. Tim and his mother were given Sanskrit
names, dressed entirely in orange, and encouraged to
surrender themselves into their new family. While his
mother worked tirelessly for the cause, Tim—or
Yogesh, as he was now called—lived a life of wellmeaning but woefully misguided neglect in various
communes in England, Oregon, India, and Germany.
In 1985 the movement collapsed amid allegations of
mass poisonings, attempted murder, and tax evasion,
and Yogesh was once again Tim. In this extraordinary
memoir, Tim Guest chronicles the heartbreaking
experience of being left alone on earth while his
mother hunted heaven. “An intelligent, wry,
openhearted memoir of surviving a childhood and a
cultural phenomenon that were both extraordinary.”
—Booklist (starred review)
A MASTERPIECE of illuminative writing, Spiritual
Enlightenment: The Damnedest Thing is mandatory
reading for anyone following a spiritual path. Part
exposé and part how-to manual, this is the first book
to explain why failure seems to be the rule in the
search for enlightenment, and how the rule can be
broken. :: Book One of Jed McKenna's Enlightenment
Trilogy. Contains Bonus Material.
This classic work and crucial document of the Cold
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War brings together essays by six of the most
important writers of the twentieth century, including
André Gide, Richard Wright, Ignazio Silone, Stephen
Spender, Arthur Koestler, and Louis Fischer, on their
conversion to and subsequent disillusionment with
communism. In describing their own experiences, the
authors illustrate the fate of leftism around the world.
Why They Matter and Why We Should Have Hope
Twelve Days that Shook the World
The Death of Vishnu
The Ultimate Game
Why Psychology Leads to Atheism
Gurus in America
Nothing to Lose

The book provides personal account and
experiences of the author who visited
devasthanam. They should worke interest
and devision among the reades and
reverance of the deity. The book deals
with eternal questions like Is there God?
If there is, how does He look? Have you
seen Him? Or the seekers of truth who ask,
How much of faith one should repose in God
to earn His Support for Human endeavors?
This book, perhaps has answers for such
question.
Osho: The Buddha For the Future,
serendipitously arrives in the wake of the
explosive release of the Netflix
documentary series, ‘Wild Wild Country.’
Author Maneesha James witnessed first
hand, and kept a meticulous record of the
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creation of Osho’s communes and the
evolution of his work as they unfolded.
This, the first volume of a trilogy, opens
at the ashram in Pune, India, in the early
‘70’s. The reader follows this phase
through Osho’s public discourses on many
of the ancient masters, the early
experimentations with meditation
techniques in which the author was
personally involved, Osho’s unique
partnering of meditation with therapy, the
introduction of ‘Zorba the Buddha’ and
‘The Psychology of the Buddhas,’ his
energy work, and much more. Along with her
own observations and experiences,
Maneesha’s interviews with numerous key
players cast a whole new understanding on
the remarkable years of Rajneeshpuram in
Oregon. Her account fills in the gaping
omissions in the Netflix docuseries –
providing an, intimate, in-depth
understanding of what it was like to be a
modern-day seeker in a contemporary
mystery school designed to help realize a
daring new vision for humanity, espoused
by an iconoclastic spiritual master. In
addition, for those willing and able to
look below the hype, the inside story
behind the political machinations – both
on the part of the commune administrator
and the US government – makes for a
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riveting read. Osho: The Buddha For the
Future provides a valuable testimony to a
spiritual master far ahead of his time,
and is a remarkable record of the efforts
of the most powerful government in the
world to silence him.
The fascinating inside story of the battle
for Antelope, Oregon, and the fall of
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, portraying the
events that ultimately strangled his cult
and looking at the possibilies of his
rising again.
This is a curated collection of Krassner's
satirical writing and reporting that
serves both as a look back on his career
and as a memoir. One of his most infamous
works, "The Parts That Were Left Out of
the Kennedy Book," made outrageous claims
that some people thought were true. He
reports from a swingers' event and a
conspiracy convention - and from the trial
of Dan White for the murders of San
Francisco Mayor George Moscone and
Supervisor Harvey Milk during which
Krassner coined the term "the Twinkie
defense." He also includes anecdotes about
encountering celebrities such as Lenny
Bruce, Johnnie Cochran, Ram Dass, Larry
Flynt, Squeaky Fromme, Dick Gregory,
Charles Manson, and Robin Williams - and
that time he took an acid trip with
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Groucho Marx.
The Wish House and Other Stories
Book One of The Enlightenment Trilogy
The God that Failed
A Critical Look at the Philosophies of
India's Influential Gurus and Mystics
My Story in My Own Words
My Life As a Rajneeshee and the Long
Journey Back to Freedom
What to Do when Your Guru Sues You

"When the odds were stacked against us, and there have
been many times when the great experiment we call America
could have and should have failed, did God intervene to save
us?"That question, posed by authors Chris and Ted Stewart,
is the foundation for this remarkable book. And the examples
they cite provide compelling evidence that the hand of
Providence has indeed preserved the United States of
America on multiple occasions. Skillfully weaving story
vignettes with historical explanations, they examine seven
instances that illustrate God's protecting care. Never, at any
of these critical junctures, was a positive outcome certain or
even likely. Yet America prevailed. Why?"No man is perfect,"
write the authors. "And neither is any nation. Yet, despite our
weakness, we are still, as Abraham Lincoln said, the best
nation ever given to man. Despite our faults, this nation is still
the last, best hope of earth." In short, God still cares what
happens here. This reassuring message is a bright light in a
world that longs for such hope.
BhagwanThe God that FailedSt Martins Press
Rudyard Kipling, winner of the Nobel Prize in literature in
1907, has long been considered an important and vibrant,
even controversial, storyteller and poet. The Wish House and
Other Stories is a collection of Kipling’s finest works,
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including the stories “In the House of Suddhoo,” “The
Disturber of Traffic,” and “The Eye of Allah,” the poems “The
Runners,” “The Return of the Children,” and “The Last Ode,”
and his famous story about Afghanistan, “The Man Who
Would Be King.” Each piece was selected by poet and
scholar Craig Raine, who writes in his Preface, “We need to
think about Kipling. He is our greatest short-story writer, but
one whose achievement is more complex and surprising than
even his admirers recognize.”
Many modern scholars say Shiva linga is a phallic symbol.
Most devotees disagree. Who is right? To make sense of a
mythological image one has to align the language heard
stories] with the language performed rituals], and the
language seen symbols]. This book also looks at the sexual
metaphors.
The God Theory
Decoding the Phallic Symbol
Breaking the Spell
By My Own Rules
36 Arguments for the Existence of God
Rajneeshism
Bhagwan

The author recounts his association with MSIA, and
argues that his guru was a confidence man who
programmed his followers to obey him implicitly
An insider reveals the secrets of the cult founded by
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh in the early seventies,
candidly recounting all aspects of the movement as
well as exposing many details about Bhagwan's life
"The Mystique of Enlightenment" by U. G.
Krishnamurti. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
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every genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted
to boost readability for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
This deluxe hardcover editions contains both Volume
I and II of The Heart of Listening. Milne, a third
generation Scottish osteopath, begins by explaining
the visionary approach to healing, and how it may be
applied to the realm of craniosacral work. He
explains the importance of meditation, centering, and
the cultivation of heartfulness in the development of
compassionate practice. Milne introduces the reader
to the story of visionary work—its genesis, evolution,
philosophy, and practice—and explains how a
grounding in meditation, sensitive touch, and intuitive
perception can lead to a remarkable unfoldment in
skill development. In the second volume, Milne
details the anatomy, physiology, energetics, and
techniques that are the essential core of visionary
craniosacral work. His particular genius lies in his
ability to weave a delicate tapestry of narrative,
poetry, and scientific fact into a fascinating and
insightful exposition of the visionary healing arts.
Sex Matters
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When I Saw Tirupati Balaji
Rajneeshpuram
Because Normal Isn’t Working
The Authorized Biography of Ma Anand Sheela
The Silent Explosion
Adieu to God
Irrepressible, honest, bold and
charming, very few can claim to have
lived life on their own terms as Ma
Anand Sheela has. Yet controversy
continues to follow her. Whether it is
her portrayal in Wild Wild Country or
the Osho International Foundation's
take on the Netflix series, a wide
spectrum of opinions has cloaked for
too long the real Sheela Birnstiel. In
the 1980s, she was the personal
secretary of Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh and
managed the Rajneesh commune in Wasco
County, Oregon, USA. She was eventually
sentenced to prison, served her time
and walked out in three years. Today,
she runs homes for the disabled and the
elderly in Switzerland. Almost three
decades later, she is still in love
with Bhagwan and his teachings. From
rebuilding her life from scratch in
Switzerland to an interview with Karan
Johar on her grand return to India, she
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is adored and vilified by the world at
the same time. In her memoirs, By My
Own Rules, Ma Anand Sheela bares allher life, her lessons, her beliefs, her
inspiration and what makes her live
life on her own terms.
Vishnu, the odd-job man in a Bombay
apartment block, lies dying on the
staircase landing. Around him the lives
of the apartment dwellers unfold - the
warring housewives on the first floor,
the lovesick teenagers on the second,
and the widower, alone and quietly
grieving at the top of the building. In
a fevered state Vishnu looks back on
his love affair with the seductive
Padmini and comedy becomes tragedy as
his life draws to a close.
Adieu to God examines atheism from a
psychological perspective and reveals
how religious phenomena and beliefs are
psychological rather than supernatural
in origin. Answers the psychological
question of why, in the face of
overwhelming scientific evidence to the
contrary, do religions continue to
prosper? Looks at atheism and religion
using a fair and balanced approach
based on the latest work in psychology,
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sociology, anthropology, psychiatry and
medicine Acknowledges the many
psychological benefits of religion
while still questioning the validity of
its supernatural belief systems and
providing atheist alternatives to a
fulfilling life
As science integrates the in-depth
knowledge of the physical world
accumulated over the past three
centuries, it will be channeled into a
new and exciting line of inquiry that
acknowledges the expanded reality of
consciousness as a creative force in
the universe and the spiritual creative
power embodied in our own minds. This
book summarizes the thoughts of an
inquisitive, but open-minded,
scientist. What I present here is a
theory that looks promising, not
scientific proof. It should not be
surprising, however, if some of what I
propose coincides with theories
propounded by others who claim a more
intimate relationship with the
Almighty. After all, if I am on the
right track, and if they are, it would
be worrisome if we were not,
ultimately, in agreement. All I ask is
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that you seriously consider the logic
of my theory, especially if it
challenges you to question what you
were taught - in Sunday school, in
catechism or, dare I say, in physics
class. I offer this book, not as a
theological treatise, but as a short,
readable exposition of a worldview that
can bring sense and purpose into
individual lives, and tolerance and
peace to a planet whose future is in
serious jeopardy - in large part
because of the irrational dogmatism of
both religion and science. If I am
correct, we are literally all one being
(God) in many individual forms. Why,
then, would we continue to harm one
another?
WEIRD
Some Western Perceptions
An Introduction to Bhagwan Shree
Rajneesh and His Religion
The Best of Paul Krassner
A Work of Fiction
Universes, Zero-Point Fields and What's
Behind it All
From heading an ashram at Rajneeshpuram, Oregon, USA, in
the 1980s to allegedly spearheading what is known as the
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largest bioterror attack in American history and spending thirtynine months in prison, Ma Anand Sheela's life is one that
fascinates and intrigues. But who is the woman beyond the
persona of the commune leader? What is Sheela like behind
the sensational 'tough titties' avatar? Manbeena Sandhu
followed the Osho movement for two decades before her
journey finally led her to Sheela. Nothing to Lose is a no-holdsbarred account of Sheela's life, her intense relationship with
Bhagwan, and the riveting story of what actually happened
behind the closed doors of the cult's ashram.
Discourses of a religious leader.
Originally published as a single volume, The Heart of
Listening has been re-issued as two separate volumes because
of public demand for a more concise, portable edition. Milne,
a third generation Scottish osteopath, begins by explaining the
visionary approach to healing, and how it may be applied to
the realm of craniosacral work. In the second volume, Milne
details the anatomy, physiology, energetics, and techniques
that are the essential core of visionary craniosacral work. His
particular genius lies in his ability to weave a delicate tapestry
of narrative, poetry, and scientific fact into a fascinating and
insightful exposition of the visionary healing arts.
“When people describe my lifestyle or family as weird, I find
comfort,” writes author Craig Groeschel. Who then shares a
Christ-centered philosophy, on everything from money to
scheduling to purity, to help you break out of the normal rut
and live according to the rhythms of God’s grace and truth of
his word. Normal people are stressed, overwhelmed, and
exhausted. Many of their relationships are, at best, strained
and, in most cases, just surviving. Even though we live in one
of the most prosperous places on earth, normal is still living
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paycheck to paycheck and never getting ahead. In our
oversexed world, lust, premarital sex, guilt, and shame are far
more common than purity, virginity, and a healthy married sex
life. And when it comes to God, the majority believe in him,
but the teachings of scripture rarely make it into their everyday
lives. Simply put, normal isn’t working. Groeschel’s WEIRD
views will help you break free from the norm to lead a
radically abnormal (and endlessly more fulfilling) life.
Seven Miracles That Saved America
The Mystique of Enlightenment
A Novel
The World of Gurus
Inside the Cult of Bhagwan and Its Failed American Utopia
OSHO: The Buddha for the Future
The Heart of Listening, Volume 1

"Russell King has written the most definitive
account of this grand American saga.
Rajneeshpuram is rich storytelling."
—Chapman and Maclain Way, directors of
Wild Wild Country In 1981, ambitious young
Ma Anand Sheela transported the Indian guru
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh to the United States
to fulfill his dream of creating a utopia for his
thousands of disciples. Four years later, the
incendiary Rajneeshpuram commune in
Oregon collapsed under the weight of
audacious criminal conspiracies hatched in its
inner sanctum, including the largest
bioterrorism attack in US history, an
unprecedented election fraud scheme, and
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multiple attempted murders. Rajneeshpuram
explores how this extraordinary spiritual
community, featured in the Netflix docuseries
Wild Wild Country, went so wrong. Drawing
from extensive interviews with former
disciples and an exhaustive review of
commune records, government and police
files, and archival materials, author Russell
King probes the charismatic power that
Bhagwan (later known as Osho) and Sheela
exercised over the community and the
turbulent legal and political environment that
left commune leaders ready to deceive,
poison, and even murder to preserve their
home and their master. Rajneeshpuram is a
fresh examination of the Rajneesh story,
using newly available information and
interviews with high-ranking disciples who
have never before shared their stories.
Understand the life and teachings of Osho,
one of the twentieth century’s most unusual
gurus and philosophers, in Autobiography of
a Spiritually Incorrect Mystic. In 1990, Osho
prepared for his departure from the body
that had served him for fifty-nine years—in
the words of his attending physician—“as
calmly as though he were packing for a
weekend in the country.” Who was this man,
known as the Sex Guru, the “self-appointed
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bhagwan” (Rajneesh), the Rolls-Royce Guru,
the Rich Man’s Guru, and simply the Master?
Drawn from nearly five thousand hours of
Osho’s recorded talks, this is the story of his
youth and education, his life as a professor of
philosophy and years of travel teaching the
importance of meditation, and the true
legacy he sought to leave behind: a religionless religion centered on individual
awareness and responsibility and the
teaching of “Zorba the Buddha,” a
celebration of the whole human being. Osho
challenges readers to examine and break free
of the conditioned belief systems and
prejudices that limit their capacity to enjoy
life in all its richness. He has been described
by the Sunday Times of London as one of the
“1000 Makers of the 20th Century” and by
Sunday Mid-Day (India) as one of the ten
people—along with Gandhi, Nehru, and
Buddha—who have changed the destiny of
India. Since his death in 1990, the influence
of his teachings continues to expand,
reaching seekers of all ages in virtually every
country of the world.
‘Bhagwan is God, and...the disciples of God
cannot be made to submit to any of the laws
established for ordinary human beings. To
attain our goal, everything is permitted.’ –
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Kristina Koppel, Rajneesh disciple arrested
for international drug smuggling One of the
most controversial spiritual leaders to have
emerged from India in the twentieth century,
godman Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, also
known as Osho, amassed thousands of
followers from across the world in the 1970s,
preaching a mix of free love and mysticism
from his ashram in Pune. When tensions
between him and then Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi came to a head, Rajneesh was forced
to move his followers to Oregon in the United
States, where his disciples toiled day and
night to build the fanciful city of
Rajneeshpuram, complete with its own police
and fire departments, schools, malls,
townhouses, as well as an airstrip and a
reservoir. But as the ‘Rajneeshes’ began to
invade the surrounding towns, locals
registered vehement protests, causing the
Oregon state government to intervene and
call into question the legitimacy of
Rajneeshpuram. What followed was a bizarre
series of events, with the cult being accused
of launching the first campaign of bioterrorism in the history of the United States,
poisoning 751 people in the town of The
Dalles, Oregon. Here is the astonishing story
of the happenings, from beginning to end,
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told in real-time dispatches from reporters on
the ground.
'Disguised as a young Dinka woman, God
came at dusk to a refugee camp in the North
Dafur region of Sudan. He wore a flimsy
cotton dress, battered leather sandals, hoop
earrings, and a length of black-and-white
beads around his neck.' So begins Ron Currie
Jnr's blasphemous and heretical debut novel.
God -- or Sora, as she's called -- has come to
earth to experience its conflicts first hand,
but of course, adopting a human form also
means assuming human frailty and mortality,
and when God is killed in action, so to speak,
the nations of the world are stripped of all
they once thought certain, everything they
once held dear. Waves of panic, civil unrest
and mass suicide sweep the globe -- but
those who have survived the initial shock are
subsequently even more shocked to find that
life goes on. Somehow. And then, of course,
they are faced with the dilema of how -precisely -- to carry on living this new, Godless life of theirs; the question of who (or
what) to believe in now God is dead. Like the
holy grail of fiction, God is Dead is a debut
novel that is truly -- and terrifyingly -original. Both fantastic (in all senses of the
word) and hypnotic, it promises to be the
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book of 2007 and beyond.
Living with Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh
Bhagwan, a bukott isten. (Bhagwan, the god
that failed).
From Sex to Superconsciousness
Shiva to Shankara
The Story of My Life with Bhagwan Rajneesh :
a Memoir
Life 102
Don't Kill Him!
Psychologist Cass Seltzer's book, The Variety of Religious
Illusion, has become a surprise runaway bestseller.
Dubbed 'the atheist with a soul', Cass's sudden celebrity
has upended his life and brought back the ghosts of his
past. Over the course of one week, Cass's theories about
our need to keep faith are borne out in ways he could
never have imagined. 36 Arguments for the Existence of
God is a stunningly original novel, which explores the
varieties of the human religious experience in a story of
obsession, consuming love, and divine genius. By turns
hilarious, moving and devilishly clever, Goldstein's novel
is an exhilarating romance of heart and mind.
One of the greatest spiritual thinkers of the twentieth
century explores the physical and emotional intimacies of
men and women in Sex Matters: Sex to
Superconsciousness. Sex matters to us all. The Osho
approach to sex begins with an understanding of how
important love is in our lives, while at the same time
acknowledges that the journey into love cannot exclude
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our innate biological energies. With this perspective, it
becomes clear that the tendency for religions, and for
society in general, to associate sex with sin and morality
has been a great misfortune. Sex Matters begins by
deconstructing the layers of sexual repression that the
condemnation of sex has inflicted on humans. Throughout
the book—in response to questions about everything from
jealousy to premature ejaculation, the role of intimacy
and the differences between men and women—Osho
proposes a vision that embraces sex as a fundamental gift
from nature. We learn how orgasm offers a glimpse of
timelessness, thoughtlessness, and pure
awareness—biology’s way of pointing toward the
consciousness that helps us to understand ourselves.
Finally, we are presented with a clear choice: a repressed
sexuality that leads to pornography, perversion, and a
stunted humanity or a playful, respectful, and relaxed
innocence that supports us in becoming fulfilled and
whole, as nature intended. Osho challenges readers to
examine and break free of the conditioned belief systems
and prejudices that limit their capacity to enjoy life in all
its richness. He has been described by the Sunday Times
of London as one of the “1000 Makers of the 20th
Century” and by Sunday Mid-Day (India) as one of the
ten people—along with Gandhi, Nehru, and Buddha—who
have changed the destiny of India. Since his death in
1990, the influence of his teachings continues to expand,
reaching seekers of all ages in virtually every country of
the world.
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Originally published as a single volume, The Heart of
Listening has been re-issued as two separate volumes
because of public demand for a more concise, portable
edition. Milne, a third generation Scottish osteopath,
begins by explaining the visionary approach to healing,
and how it may be applied to the realm of craniosacral
work. He explains the importance of meditation,
centering, and the cultivation of heartfulness in the
development of compassionate practice. Milne introduces
the reader to the story of visionary work—its genesis,
evolution, philosophy, and practice—and explains how a
grounding in meditation, sensitive touch, and intuitive
perception can lead to a remarkable unfoldment in skill
development.
Equally moving and disturbing, this book chronicles the
rise and fall of the religion Rajneeshism and the Rolls
Royce guru, and Jane's part in the events that led to its
collapse.
Dying for Enlightenment
The Heart of Listening
Zapped by the God of Absurdity
Autobiography of a Spiritually Incorrect Mystic
God is Dead
Spiritual Enlightenment:: The Damnedest Thing
The Rise and Fall of Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh
Osho Never Born Never Died. Only visited this Planet
Earth between December 11, 1931-Janurary 19, 1990.
As this final inscription suggests, Osho Rajneesh was a
paradox: an individual with no claims to being an
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individual a Master with thousands of disciples who
refused to be a Master. He has variously been seen as
the god that failed ,the most dangerous man since Jesus
Christ and the Buddha for the future .This book brings
together some of the best short writings in English on
Osho and neo-Sannyasa. Some of the pieces are
celebratory, some inquisitive but uncommitted, some
scholarly, and some frankly sceptical. The book is
divided into four parts, dealing with Osho himself, his
Community, Meditation and Therapy, and the Decline
and Renewal of his movement, with a postscript on the
present commune. Together the papers provide a full
picture of a complex man and a vibrant, if turbulent,
religious movement.
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The
stunning Booker Prize‒winning novel from the author of
Amnesty and Selection Day that critics have likened to
Richard Wrightʼs Native Son, The White Tiger follows a
darkly comic Bangalore driver through the poverty and
corruption of modern Indiaʼs caste society. “This is the
authentic voice of the Third World, like you've never
heard it before” (John Burdett, Bangkok 8). The white
tiger of this novel is Balram Halwai, a poor Indian villager
whose great ambition leads him to the zenith of Indian
business culture, the world of the Bangalore
entrepreneur. On the occasion of the president of
Chinaʼs impending trip to Bangalore, Balram writes a
letter to him describing his transformation and his
experience as driver and servant to a wealthy Indian
family, which he thinks exemplifies the contradictions
and complications of Indian society. Recalling The Death
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of Vishnu and Bangkok 8 in ambition, scope, The White
Tiger is narrative genius with a mischief and personality
all its own. Amoral, irreverent, deeply endearing, and
utterly contemporary, this novel is an international
publishing sensation̶and a startling, provocative debut.
Osho Rajaneesh and His Disciples
Growing Up with the Guru
The White Tiger
The Heart of Listening, Volume 2
My Life in Orange
The Rajneesh Chronicles
A Visionary Approach to Craniosacral Work
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